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Abstract
The EMBEDDIA project developed a
range of resources and methods for lessresourced EU languages, focusing on applications for media industry, including
keyword extraction, comment moderation
and article generation.
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Introduction

In the EU, websites and online services for citizens offer resources in national local languages,
and often only provide a second language (usually English) when absolutely needed. For the EU
to realise a truly equitable, open, multilingual online content and tools to support its management,
new multilingual technologies which do not rely
on translation of text between languages are urgently needed. The aim of EMBEDDIA was to
address these challenges by leveraging innovations
in the use of cross-lingual and multilingual embeddings coupled with deep neural networks to allow
existing monolingual resources to be used across
languages, leveraging their high speed of operation for near real-time applications, without the
need for large computational resources. Across
more than three years (01/01/2019 to 31/12/2021),
six academic partners (Jozef Stefan Institute, the
coordinating partner, Queen Mary University of
London, University of Ljubljana, University of La
Rochelle, University of Helsinki and University
of Edinburgh) and four industry partners (TEXTA
OÜ, As Ekspress Meedia, Finnish News Agency
STT and Trikoder d.o.o.) developed novel solutions with focus on less-represented EU languages,
and tested them in real-world media production
contexts.
The main scientific goals of the project were to:
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• Develop the embeddings technology for new
generation NLP tools, which are both multilingual (able to deal with multiple languages)
and cross-lingual (transfer easily across languages).
• Develop tools and resources for lessresourced morphologically rich EU languages, including Croatian, Estonian,
Finnish, Latvian, Lithuanian and Slovenian.
• Leverage tools for well-resourced languages
to be used for less-represented languages.
The project was strongly committed to address the
challenges in news media industry, including:
• Comment analysis with mono- and crosslingual applications in offensive speech filtering, fake news spreaders detection and sentiment analysis.
• News analysis with applications for keyword extraction, named entity recognition,
news sentiment detection, viewpoints analysis, topic modelling, news linking, etc.
• News generation including text generation
from structured data and headline generation.
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2.1

Selected outputs
Datasets

EMBEDDIA has publicly released news and comments datasets (Pollak et al., 2021) in Estonian,
Croatian, Russian and Latvian under the CC BYNC-ND 4.0 license. We also created a set of novel
benchmarks for evaluation, including CoSimLex
dataset of word similarity in context (Armendariz
et al., 2020) and cross-lingual analogy datasets
(Ulčar et al., 2020).

2.2

Pretrained embeddings

Several monolingual and cross-lingual embeddings models have been trained for less-resourced
EU languages (Ulčar et al., 2021), including
ELMo embeddings, CroSloEngual BERT, LitLat
BERT, FinEst BERT, SloRoberta and Est-Roberta.
2.3

Applications

Selected results include monolingual (Martinc
et al., 2021), and cross-lingual (Koloski et al.,
2022) keyword extraction methods, methods for
cross-lingual offensive language detection (Pelicon et al., 2021), cross-lingual news sentiment analysis (Pelicon et al., 2020), crosslingual Twitter sentiment detection (RobnikŠikonja et al., 2020), named entity recognition (Boros et al., 2020), and article generation
(Leppänen and Toivonen, 2021). Many other
methods are described at http://embeddia.
eu/outputs/.
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Tools

The main EMBEDDIA tools are made available
for future use through the EMBEDDIA Media
Assistant, available at https://embeddia.
texta.ee/ consisting of:
• API Wrapper, intended for system integrations, including comment filtering, article analyzers and article generators.
• Demonstrator, showcasing a selection of
the developed tools in a simple GUI
for demonstration purposes (https://
embeddia-demo.texta.ee/).
• Tools Explorer gathers a larger selection of
tools relevant to media industry and research.
• Texta Toolkit GUI and API allow interactive user access and programming access to
data exploration, investigative journalism and
building own classifiers.
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